Given a commutative ring R with identity, a matrix A ∈ M s×l (R), and R-linear codes C1, . . . , Cs of the same length, this article introduces various sufficient conditions under which the matrix-product code [C1 . . . Cs] A is a linear complementary dual (LCD) code. As an application, LCD matrix-product codes arising from torsion codes over finite chain rings are considered. Highlighting examples are also given.
Introduction
An active theme of research in coding theory is the construction of new codes by modifying or combining existing codes. In 2001, Blackmore and Norton [3] introduced the interesting and useful construction of matrix-product codes over finite fields. Such a construction included as special cases some previously well-known constructions such as the Plotkin's (u|u + v)-construction, the (u+v+w|2u+v|u)-construction, the Turyn's (a+x|b+x|a+b+x)-construction, and the (u+v|u−v)construction. Through subsequent efforts of many researchers, matrix-product codes were further studied over finite fields and some types of finite commutative rings, see for instance [1] , [2] , [4] , [7] , [8] , [10] , and [11] .
In [15] , J.L. Massey introduced the notion of linear complementary dual (LCD) codes over finite fields. Ever since, many subsequent papers on LCD codes and their applications over finite fields and some finite commutative rings have appeared, see for instance [6] , [9] , [12] , [13] , and [17] .
In a follow-up to [5] , we consider some aspects that connect the above tow notions: matrixproduct codes and LCD codes. Namely, we study in this article LCD matrix-product codes over arbitrary commutative rings.
Unless otherwise stated, R stands here for a commutative ring with identity 1 and U (R) is its multiplicative group of units.
LCD codes.
By a linear code C over R of length m, we mean an R-submodule of R m . We say that C is free of rank k if it is so as an R-module. If further C is of minimum Hamming distance d, we say that C is an [m, k, d]-linear code over R.
Consider the (Euclidean) bilinear form . , . :
Let C be a linear code over R of length m. Define the (Euclidean) dual C ⊥ of C to be the following linear code: C ⊥ = {y ∈ R m | x, y = 0 for all x ∈ C}; that is, C ⊥ consists of the elements of R m which are orthogonal to all elements of C with respect to the Euclidean bilinear form. The hull H(C) of C is the linear code C ∩ C ⊥ . We call C a linear complementary dual (LCD) code over R if its hull is trivial (i.e. H(C) = {0}).
Matrix-product codes.
For positive integers s ≤ l, denote by M s×l (R) the set of s × l matrices over R. A square matrix A over R is called non-singular if its determinant is in U (R). Equivalently, A is non-singular if and only if it has a two-sided inverse ( [16, p. 26] ). By diag(r 1 , . . . , r s ) ∈ M s×s (R), we mean an s × s diagonal matrix whose diagonal entry in position (i, i) is r i ∈ R for i = 1, . . . , s; while by adiag(r 1 , . . . , r s ) ∈ M s×s (R) we mean an s × s anti-diagonal matrix whose anti-diagonal entry in position (i, s − i + 1) is r i ∈ R for i = 1, . . . , s.
Given a matrix A ∈ M s×l (R) and codes C 1 , . . . , C s of length m over R, define the matrix-product code [C 1 . . . C s ] A to be the code over R whose codewords are the m × l matrices (c 1 . . . c s ) A, where c i ∈ C i (as a column-vector) for i = 1, . . . , s (see [1] or [3] for instance). It can be easily checked that [C 1 . . . C s ] A is linear over R so longs as C 1 , . . . , C s are all linear over R. The codes C 1 , . . . , C s are called the input codes of the matrix-product code [C 1 . . . C s ] A.
Contributions and organization of the paper.
Motivated by the numerous applications and ongoing developments of both matrix-product codes and LCD codes, we give here constructions of LCD matrix-product codes over an arbitrary commutative ring R. In Section 2, we derive such constructions from more general results on the hulls of matrix-product codes over R. Some of our results generalize their counterparts over finite fields which appeared in [14] . As an application, we visit in Section 3 the concept of torsion codes over finite chain rings. We use such codes along with results from Section 2 to further construct LCD matrix-product codes over the residue fields of the underlying rings. Several examples are given throughout the article.
LCD Matrix-product codes
For a non-singular s × s matrix A and free linear codes C 1 , . . . , C s , the equality 
. . , C s be linear codes over R of the same length and A ∈ M s×s (R) nonsingular. Then, the equality
A holds if any of the following is satisfied:
. . , s and, thus, the desired conclusion follows.
2. Assume that AA t = adiag(r 1 , . . . , r s ) for r 1 , . . . , r s ∈ U (R), and
Since the codes C i are linear over R and r −1
. . , s and, thus, the desired conclusion follows. 
holds if any of the following is satisfied:
Proof.
( = 7) . Then, the matrix A = 1 u u 1 is non-singular and satisfies AA t = adiag(2u, 2u). In fact, A is non-singular by columns (see [3] for more on this notion). It can be checked that x 12 − 1 factors into irreducible factors over Z 25 as follows:
Obviously, each irreducible factor of x 12 − 1 generates a cyclic code of length 12 over Z 25 . Using the LCD test (namely, GG t ∈ U (Z 25 ) where G is a generating matrix of the code), it can be shown that, out of these cyclic codes, only [2] for a bound on the minimum distance of a matrix-product code over any commutative ring). Note that in each of the obtained LCD codes, the length is doubled, the number of codewords is increased, and the information rate k/n and minimum distance are maintained.
is the matrix whose rows ar the upper s 1 rows of A, and A 2 ∈ M s 2 ×l (R) is the matrix whose rows are the lower s 2 rows of A. We say that A has the s 1 -partitioned orthogonal property if every row of A 1 is orthogonal to every row of A 2 . With A as such, we write A = A 1 A 2 and call the ordered pair
Theorem 2.7. Let C 1 and C 2 be two linear codes of the same length over R, and assume that A ∈ M s×s (R) is non-singular and has the s 1 -partitioned orthogonal property. Then,
Proof. Let (A 1 , A 2 ) be the s 1 -orthogonal-property blocks of A. So we have
. Then, by Lemma 2.1,
Since C 1 and C 2 are linear, we get a i ∈ C 1 and b j ∈ C 2 for i = 1, . . . , s 1 , j = 1, . . . , s 2 . So, we have 
Matrix-Product Codes Arising from Torsion Codes
We utilize here some results from Section 2 to give constructions of LCD matrix-product codes over the residue field of a finite chain ring with torsion codes as input codes.
In this section, we let R be a finite chain ring, γ the maximal ideal of R, e the nilpotency index of γ, and R/ γ the (finite) residue field of R. For r ∈ R, denote by r ∈ R/ γ the reduction of 2. If AA t is diagonal, then [T or i 1 (C) . . . T or is (C)] A is LCD for any 0 ≤ i j ≤ s − 1, with the possible equality of i j and i k for j = k. 3. If AA t is anti-diagonal, then [T or i (C) T or j (C) . . . T or j (C) T or i (C)] A is LCD with 0 ≤ i, j, · · · ≤ s − 1 and the number of input codes is s. 4. If A is upper triangular, then [T or i (C) T or i+j 1 (C) . . . T or i+j s−1 (C)] A is LCD for any 0 ≤ i ≤ e − 1 and 0 ≤ j 1 ≤ · · · ≤ j s−1 ≤ s − i. 5. If A is lower triangular, then [T or i (C) T or i−j 1 (C) . . . T or i−j s−1 (C)] A is LCD for any 0 ≤ i ≤ e − 1 and 0 ≤ j 1 ≤ · · · ≤ j s−1 ≤ s − i.
Proof. To begin with, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that T or i (C) is LCD for every 0 ≤ i ≤ e − 1. Now, the rest of the proof follows from Corollary 2.6, keeping in mind, for parts (4) and (5), that we have the relation T or 0 (C) ⊆ T or 1 (C) ⊆ T or e−1 (C). Note that C is LCD over Z 4 since det(GG t ) ∈ U (Z 4 ). By Lemma 3.2, T or 0 (C) = (C : 2 0 ) = C and T or 1 (C) = (C : 2) are LCD binary codes. Note that A is in the standard form (I 4 A 0,1 ) (see [18] ). We can see, by [18] again, that T or 0 (C) and T or 1 (C) are equal as they have the same generating matrix over Set T or(C) = T or 0 (C) = T or 1 (C). Then T or(C) is an [8, 4, 2] binary code. Now, by Theorem 3.3, for any non-singular matrix A ∈ M 2×2 (F 2 ), the binary matrix-product code [T or(C), T or(C)] A is an LCD code with parameters [16, 8, 2] (see [10, Theorem 1] ).
